Abstract: Presettlement land survey records provide baseline data on forest characteristics prior to major European settlement, but questions regarding surveyor bias and methodological consistency have limited confidence in quantitative analyses of this important data source. We propose new correction factors, calculated from bearings, distances, and species of bearing trees, to account for the effects of (i) inconsistency in quadrant configuration, (ii) bearing angle bias, and (iii) species bias on forest density and species composition estimated from presettlement land survey records. Computer simulations confirmed accuracy in random and nonuniform density forests, with moderate bias in very clustered and dispersed forests. A case study of township and quarter-section corners surveyed by the Holland Land Company in western New York demonstrates the potential magnitude of errors caused by surveyor inconsistency/bias in estimation of density and relative species frequency. The influence of nonuniform density, clustering, and dispersal on plotless density estimators remains an important obstacle to quantitative analysis of Presettlement land survey records. However, by accounting for uncertainties regarding surveyor methodology, the proposed correction factors add confidence to conclusions made regarding presettlement forest structure and composition.
Introduction
Presettlement land survey records (PLSRs) provide significant historical ecological data that can be used to reconstruct forest structure and composition prior to large-scale disturbance by European settlement in North America. Early surveyors blazed marks on between two and four trees near posts marking survey boundaries to facilitate their rediscovery. In written notes, they provided information on each tree including species, diameter, and distance and bearing relative to the post. The term ''witness tree'' is used generally to denote these blazed trees, while ''bearing tree'' refers to any witness tree whose bearing and distance from the post were recorded (Whitney and DeCant 2001) .
PLSRs are often used as a baseline to compare with data on modern forest conditions obtained from field surveys (Janke et al. 1978; Palik and Pregitzer 1992; Cowell 1995) and identify changes in forest structure and composition that have occurred since major European settlement (Jackson et al. 2000; Dyer 2001 ). Large-scale forest inventories are allowing such comparisons to be made over larger areas than was previously feasible (Frelich 1995; Radeloff et al. 1999; Friedman and Reich 2005) . Comparisons are usually quantitative in nature, with summary tables pre-sented comparing percentages of species present at different time periods (Siccama 1971) and maps illustrating spatial changes in species abundance (Friedman and Reich 2005) and distributions of vegetation communities (White and Mladenoff 1994) .
Quantitative comparison is hampered by uncertainty regarding how surveyors selected bearing trees, however, and this presents one of the biggest obstacles to the use of PLSRs for ecological reconstruction (Wang 2005) . The problem may be most pronounced in the early metes-andbounds and private land surveys conducted in the eastern United States in which surveyors' instructions were often unavailable (Wang 2004) , witness tree densities varied across different physiographic regions and landforms (Black and Abrams 2001) , and observations of tree diameters were not made (Siccama 1971) . Standardization of survey methods began prior to the establishment of the General Land Office (GLO) in 1812 but was far from comprehensive. GLO rules changed often (Bourdo 1956) , and in any case were not specific enough to dictate the precise tree(s) that should be selected around a given post. Further compounding this uncertainty is the belief that early surveyors may have been biased towards specific species or diameter classes of trees or in selecting trees in certain geometric arrangements in relation to the survey post (Grimm 1984) .
Uncertainty regarding the bearing tree selection process has resulted in caution and a tendency toward qualitative, rather than quantitative, interpretation of PLSRs. Researchers have suggested that comparisons with modern surveys should be made only at the landscape scale (Manies and Mladenoff 2000; Wang 2005 ) and warned against direct comparison between bearing tree diameters and tree diameters in modern forests (Almindinger 1997) . Grimm (1984) suggested that incomplete knowledge of surveyor methods precluded quantitative comparison with modern inventories. Lack of confidence in quantitative analyses is regrettable because PLSRs arguably contain the most comprehensive data available regarding ecological conditions prior to major European settlement.
Where written documentation of surveyor methods is incomplete or inconsistent, the data themselves may provide information that, when properly analyzed, will reveal the idiosyncrasies and biases of the surveyors. Rules about dividing the area around the post into quadrants or other sections, habits concerning the angular location of bearing trees, and bias towards or against particular species will all leave their trace in the statistical properties of the bearing tree data. If detected, this information can be used to reconstruct surveyor methods and, by extension, the presettlement forest in which they worked. The idea is not a new one. Bourdo (1956) provided basic methods for determining the sampling scheme used in the Michigan survey, Manies et al. (2001) searched for and detected biases of individual surveyors in Wisconsin, and Mladenoff et al. (2002) used logistic regression to probabilistically classify ambiguously identified trees to species level. The concept has not been fully exploited, however, to account for such biases in estimating important forest parameters.
We set out to develop statistical techniques to account for surveyor bias in estimating tree density and species composition. These techniques differ from previous methods that use w 2 analysis (Bourdo 1956 ) and ANOVA (Delcourt and Delcourt 1974) to look for statistically significant biases but do not provide means for correcting for bias. Tests of statistical significance are conservative in nature and may fail to find real biases that influenced bearing tree selection, even if only slightly. An alternative approach is to quantify the maximal effect of bias on estimation of important forest characteristics and thereby place bounds on the likely values of these parameters.
Bearing tree selection
PLSRs can be categorized into metes-and-bounds, private land surveys such as the Holland Land Company surveys in western New York, and public GLO surveys, each with different data characteristics (Wang 2005) . Distances and bearings were not generally recorded in the early metes-andbounds surveys, which were also irregularly shaped; for these, contingency table methods can be used to establish significant differences in relative species frequencies across physiographic or other units (e.g., Abrams and McCay 1996) , but absolute frequencies cannot be estimated. In the present study, we restrict our attention to private land surveys and public GLO surveys, the PLSRs in which distances and bearings were recorded and the division of the land was regular. In these surveys, land was typically divided into townships of 6 Â 6 miles (1 mile = 1.6 km) and then subdivided into sections or lots of various sizes, of which 1 Â 1 mile was most commonly used. Posts were erected at survey corners, including township corners, section corners (the intersection of section lines), and quarter corners (the midpoint between section corners). At these survey corners, bearing trees were blazed and their distances and bearings from the designated posts were recorded.
Density can be estimated from these PLSRs by applying statistically derived formulas (Cottam and Curtis 1956; Pollard 1971) to the measured distances from survey corners to bearing trees. These formulas presume an intentional sampling method scheme used by surveyors, but in reality, PLSRs represent an unintentional vegetation survey (Black and Abrams 2001) . Extant written instructions provide some clues regarding the bearing tree selection process but often are not conclusive. GLO manuals specify two to four trees to be selected, depending on the corner type and year of publication (Bourdo 1956 ). Whenever four trees are to be marked, the instructions specify selection of one tree in each of four adjacent sections, consistent with the pointquarter sampling of Cottam and Curtis (1956) . The existence of a rule, however, does not imply its consistent application. Manies et al. (2001) tested for individual surveyor biases towards or against specific quadrants in northern Wisconsin, suggesting that not all surveyors conformed to the one-treeper-quadrant rule. In data from the Holland Land Company in western New York, we found that bearing trees deviated from the rule at 6% of township corners.
In some GLO section corners and most quarter corners, only two trees were marked as bearing trees. Possible configurations for two trees include opposite quadrants, adjacent quadrants, and opposite sides of the survey line, all of which appear in GLO instructions at various times (Bourdo 1956) . It is often difficult to trace down the rule specified for a par-ticular survey, however, and rules were often changed or tinkered with in the field. For this reason, Bourdo emphasized the importance of statistical analysis and provided simple methods to test for common configurations.
In addition to inconsistencies in quadrant configuration rules, density estimation will also be affected if surveyors favored any subset of trees over any other. Surveyor bias implies that the selected bearing trees were not always the closest to the corner, with the result that recorded distances will be inflated. Several possible types of surveyor bias have been identified, including bearing angle (Manies et al. 2001) , species (Almindinger 1997) , and diameter (Bourdo 1956 ).
Preference in the angular placement of bearing trees in relation to survey posts was identified in northern Wisconsin by Manies et al. (2001) , who found significantly fewer trees with bearings near to the cardinal directions. Preference for particular bearings may be the result of explicit instructions: the GLO manuals for 1815 and 1855 instructed surveyors to select two trees ''in opposite directions, as nearly as may be'' (Bourdo 1956, p. 757) . Alternatively, it may be that surveyors, when presented with instructions to select trees by quadrant, would naturally favor the interior angles and avoid trees near the survey lines.
Species bias has been widely speculated upon in PLSR research (Almindinger 1997) . Although no written instructions have been found instructing surveyors to preferentially select or avoid specific species, the 1843 GLO instructions do allude to the possibility, instructing surveyors to ''...select for bearing trees those which are the soundest and most thrifty in appearance, and of the size and kinds of trees experience teaches will be the most permanent and lasting...'' (White 1984, p. 333) . Bourdo (1956) suggested that surveyors would have preferred species with thin barks that were easy to blaze and inscribe as well as uncommon species that would be more easily spotted during resurvey. Grimm (1984) also suggested that species longevity and conspicuousness in the stand would have been important.
Previous studies have attempted to identify species bias by calculating the average distance from post to bearing trees of each species over a large area (Almindinger 1997) . It is widely recognized that nonuniform density will invalidate such analysis (Grimm 1984) ; to mitigate this problem, the study area is often stratified into physiographic regions. Although several studies have failed to find statistically significant species bias (Bourdo 1956; Delcourt and Delcourt 1974) , small sample sizes in these studies might preclude the detection of slight biases. Another reason why species biases may be difficult to detect is that they may be inconsistent. Manies et al. (2001) found significant bias for individual surveyors, but each surveyor preferred different species.
Surveyors were likely to avoid very small tree species, which have high mortality rates and for which blazing is more likely to cause death (Nelson 1997) . The GLO instructions in 1846 and 1851 required that the trees be not less than 5 inches in diameter (Bourdo 1956) . However, such instructions do not imply that all trees greater than the specified cutoff would have been considered equal candidates for selection. Manies et al. (2001) found that individual surveyors consistently favored either smaller or larger diameters and that these preferences held irrespective of species.
Thus, historical evidence and recent studies suggest at least three aspects of bearing tree selection that might significantly impact density estimation from PLSRs: (i) quadrant configuration variability, (ii) bearing angle bias, and (iii) species bias. The latter is also important in its own right, as estimates of species composition are commonly used to describe the presettlement forest. These three sources of inconsistency/bias add to the uncertainties that already exist in density estimation from point-to-point distances due to the effects of nonuniform density (Pollard 1971 ) and patterns of clustering and dispersal (Pielou 1959; Steinke and Hennenberg 2006) . The next section reviews the most relevant density estimation formulas.
Density estimation
Density () is the number of individuals per unit area. Estimating from fixed-area plots is unproblematic, but it can also be estimated from measurements of distances either from one tree to another or from a random point in the forest to a set of nearby trees (Cottam and Curtis 1956; Barbour et al. 1999) . The latter concept is applicable to PLSRs, with the implicit assumption that survey post locations were random with respect to the nearby trees. Distance-based density estimators assume uniform density and random locations of individuals without clustering or dispersion (i.e., regular spacing); given these assumptions, density can be derived theoretically. Let R = {r 1 , r 2 , ..., r n } be a set of distances to n trees from their corresponding corners. One may conceptualize the area occupied by each tree as a function of the square of the inverse of its radial distance; the mean of this area for all trees will be inversely proportional to density. This is the mean area ( R ) of Cottam and Curtis (1956) , which we define formally as
Suppose that at each of c corners the surrounding forest was divided into b equiangular sections and the nearest tree chosen in each section (so that bc = n). For b = 4, the sampling scheme is point-quarter, and Cottam and Curtis (1956) proposed using the inverse of to estimate density. This estimator is biased, and although the bias is small for large values of n, it is easily corrected. Pollard (1971) gave the following unbiased estimator for point-quarter sampling:
The estimator has a known variance:
One may wish to estimate density using trees other than the nearest. Further denote k i is the distance rank of the ith tree. Pollard (1971) provided the following density estimator estimating density when each tree is the kth nearest to a random point:
which has a variance of
Equations 2-5 assume density to be uniform across the study area and further that the spatial pattern is random (i.e., not clustered or dispersed). Violation of either of these conditions will bias the results, and this bias can be quite large. The effects of nonuniform density can be quantified if the densities and areal proportions of each subregion are known (Pollard 1971; Jost 1993) . Jost (1993) provided an unbiased estimator for point-quarter sampling that is valid in conditions of nonuniform density but gives no variance for this estimator, nor a solution to the more general cases of b equiangular divisions. The influence of clustering and dispersal on density estimation is harder to quantify, since patterning can occur at different scales. In general, clustered populations will result in larger point-to-plant distances, and thus, density will be underestimated; the converse is true for dispersed populations. This effect is well known, and indeed, Pielou (1959) used the relationship between density and mean area as an index of clustering/dispersal. The difficulty lies in determining both values simultaneously from distance measurements. Batcheler (1971) reviewed several attempts to do this, including his own, but none have proven robust nor are they applicable to the point-quarter sampling method, which is predominant in PLSRs.
Despite the well-known problems noted above, we use Pollard's (1971) estimators throughout because they are well understood, general, and unbiased in random forests. Although the formula of Jost (1993) shows promise, to date no estimator has been found to be robust to all types of spatial patterning. The methods developed here to correct for surveyor inconsistency and bias could in principle be modified to relate to any such estimator if it exists.
Correction factors for surveyor inconsistency and bias
Although bias due to spatial patterning of individual plants is an important problem, in the case of PLSRs, this is further compounded by uncertainty regarding surveyor methodology. We set out to develop statistical methods to detect and correct for error due to the three types of inconsistency and bias identified above. For each source of error, a correction factor is presented that can be computed from distances, bearings, and species of bearing trees. Each correction factor takes the form
EðÞ where E(l) is an appropriate density estimate for pointquarter sampling and E'(l) is an adjusted estimate after accounting for surveyor inconsistency or bias. The following variables are defined: c is the number of corners, b is the number of bearing trees recorded at each corner (= c Â b), n is the total number of bearing tress, and is the mean area of trees at all corners. Equation 2 is used as the base estimator E(l) throughout.
Quadrant configuration inconsistency
Suppose that surveyors normally selected one bearing tree in each of four quadrants but occasionally lapsed and simply selected the four nearest trees to a corner regardless of quadrant. The proportion of corners at which bearing trees conform to point-quarter sampling can be determined from the data. These will be referred to as ''conforming'' corners. Denote p as the proportion of corners conforming to pointquarter sampling (i.e., one tree per quadrant), q as the mean area of trees at conforming corners, and as the probability of four nearest trees occurring in four quadrants due to chance. The parameter is used to determine the number of ''false conformities'', i.e., corners at which surveyors did not follow the point-quarter sampling method, but bearing trees are located in different quadrants due to chance. In a random forest, = 3/32. To derive the correction factor, a weighted average is taken of the density estimate based on point-quarter sampling and that of nearest k tree sampling. Combining eqs. 2 and 4, the following correction factor can be derived algebraically:
A detailed derivation is provided in Appendix A. Since the correction factor is derived by averaging density estimates from conforming and nonconforming corners, it is robust to systematic variations in density between these sets of corners. That is, it will remain accurate even if surveyors abandoned the point-quarter scheme more often in sparse (or dense) forests. Incidentally, the correction factor may be used with any b-tree sampling scheme consisting of selecting the nearest tree in each of b equiangular sections. Specifically, it may be also applied to the case of selection of two trees on opposite sides of the survey line. In this case, the appropriate value of in a random forest is 0.5, since that is the probability that the two nearest trees will be located opposite each other.
Bearing angle bias
Suppose that surveyors consistently avoided certain bearing angles, for example by avoiding trees near the survey line. If the probability of avoidance is related only to bearing angle, the effect on density is easily determined. Consider the maximum angular section in which trees were not avoided; the relative proportion of bearing trees occurring in this section will be greater than for any other section. Denote a as the angular proportion of section with highest proportion of bearing trees and p as the proportion of bearing trees in above section. The set of trees contained in the angular section a can be conceptualized as an unbiased sample of a proportion of the entire forest. This leads intuitively to a correction factor of
Further details are provided in Appendix A. The correction factor will always be greater than 1. Some caution is required to avoid too great of a correction, since one can always find an arbitrarily narrow section that contains an abnormally large number of bearing trees. To be prudent, the circle may be divided into a large number of small angular sections. The sections with the smallest ratio of actual to expected bearing tree counts are eliminated sequentially until w 2 analysis shows the count distribution of the remaining sections not to differ significantly from random.
Species bias
A model of species bias can be created by defining the ''perceived distance'' of each candidate tree of species j as a function of the true distance multiplied by a species bias parameter. Define s as the number of distinct species, p j as the observed survey frequency of species j:
j as the actual frequency of species j:
and j as the observed mean area of bearing trees of species j. If surveyors select bearing trees with the lowest perceived distance as defined above, the mean area of each species will be overstated to the same degree that its relative frequency is understated (or vice versa). Given mean areas and relative frequencies of each species in the survey data, the mean areas and relative frequencies that would result from unbiased sampling can be estimated, resulting in the following correction factor:
A detailed derivation is provided in Appendix A. Interestingly, the solution also yields estimates of the actual relative frequencies of each species:
Two words of caution are in order. First, the use of tree distances and mean areas to account for species bias requires the assumption that each species is found in forests of the same overall density. If some species occur naturally in denser forests than do other species, differences in mean areas will be observed even if there is no surveyor bias. A test for species bias that is robust to nonuniform forest density can be developed by comparing average ranks, rather than mean areas, of each species; the null hypothesis is that the average ranks will not differ between species. Rank comparison provides a more robust test for the presence of species bias than distance comparison but cannot be used to quantify its effects. However, comparing average rank with average distance for each species can provide information on the general validity of the species bias correction factor for a particular study region.
Evaluation methods
Randomized forest simulation was used to assess the validity of each of the above correction factors as well as their robustness to nonuniform density and nonrandom spatial patterns. We then applied the factors to PLSR data for western New York for further validation and to illustrate appropriate usage and interpretation.
Simulation trials
Forest simulation was performed in Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 using a custom program created by the authors (available upon request). At each simulated survey corner, a predetermined number of trees (usually 100) were placed on a square region with the survey corner located in the center and the distance, bearing, and species of the nearest tree in each quadrant were identified and recorded. These represented the ideal bearing trees that would be selected absent of surveyor inconsistency/bias. The trees that would be selected by surveyors under various scenarios of surveyor inconsistency and bias were also identified and their distances, bearings, and species recorded. At many simulated corners, the ideal bearing trees coincided with those selected by the surveyors, but at others, they did not. For all trials, distances, bearings, and species of both ideal and selected trees were recorded in a database and an initial density estimate was computed using eq. 2. For the surveyorselected bearing trees, an adjusted estimate was derived by calculating the appropriate correction factor using eq. 6, 8, or 11 and multiplying this by the initial estimate.
Three groups of simulations were performed to assess (i) validity of the correction factors under the assumption of complete spatial randomness, (ii) effects of nonuniform density, and (iii) effects of clustering and dispersal.
Each trial in the first group consisted of 30 sets of 100 simulated corners. The number of trees placed at a given corner was drawn from a Poisson distribution with mean 100, and each tree was placed by selecting random coordinates in the X and Y directions. Density estimates and correction factors were calculated individually for each set of 100 corners, and means and standard deviations were then computed.
For the second and third simulation groups, each trial consisted of a single set of 10 000 simulated corners. In the second group, nonuniform density was simulated by distinguishing two types of forest with different densities. Four density ratios (1:2) were used: 1:1.5, 1:2, 1:2.5, and 1:3. In each case, 100 trees were placed around corners in the first type of forest so that 150-300 trees were placed around corners in the second type. The forest types were assumed to be equally distributed so that 5000 corners were located in each forest type.
In the third simulation group, clustered and dispersed forests were simulated via probabilistic replacement of random points to achieve a target nearest-neighbor distance, measured using the nearest-neighbor statistic (R) of Clark and Evans (1954) . To avoid edge effects, distances were measured on a torus during point creation, and Donnelly's (1978) correction was applied to the computed value of R. The theoretical range of R is from 0 (maximally clustered) to 2.13 (maximally dispersed); simulated values ranged from 0.5 to 1.5 in increments of 0.25. Figure 1 shows three typical examples each of tree distributions generated by the probabilistic replacement algorithm for each target R value.
Within each of the above simulation groups, four sets of trials were conducted: one set of trials without bias to confirm simulation methodology and three sets of trials to simulate the effects of quadrant configuration inconsistency, bearing bias, and species bias.
To simulate the effects of quadrant configuration inconsistency, five trials were conducted with surveyor consistency (i.e., adherence to the point-quarter method) ranging from 90% to 50%. At each plot, a random number was used to determine if the point-quarter method was applied; otherwise, the four nearest trees were selected regardless of quadrant. To test the bearing correction factor, five trials were conducted with a minimum angular tolerance parameter min ranging from 58 to 258. Trees with a bearing angle less than min were rejected with probability p = / min . To test the species correction factor, trees were assigned to two hypothetical species with equal probability, and surveyor selection was determined by multiplying distance to trees of the second species by a factor ranging from 1.5 to 3 in four sets of trials.
For ease of reporting, all results were scaled to a fixed ''true'' density of 100 trees/ha. Since the area implicitly defined by the square region used in simulation is arbitrary, this rescaling does not affect the validity of the results.
Application to PLSR data
We also applied the correction factors to estimation of forest density in presettlement western New York from the township survey records of the Holland Land Company (HLC). A map of the study region is given in Wang (2005) . The HLC township survey was conducted between 1797 and 1799 during the transition from metes-and-bounds to public GLO surveys. As such, it is broadly representative both of early surveys conducted in the eastern United States in which bearing tree diameters were not recorded and of the public GLO surveys conducted from Ohio to California in which a rectangular grid of the township and range system was used. Joseph Ellicott, the chief surveyor, is well respected and known to have enforced a high degree of quality control on his surveyors (Wyckoff 1988) . The survey area encompasses 14 250 km 2 and spans the eastern broadleaf and Laurentian mixed-forest provinces (Bailey 1995) .
Within the HLC survey, two types of corners were analyzed. At township corners, generally spaced at 6-mile intervals, four bearing trees were selected. We did not analyze section corners, which were located at 1-mile intervals between township corners because selection of three bearing trees at these corners is rare in other PLSRs. Instead, we used data from quarter corners located halfway between section corners at which two bearing trees were selected. Corners located along the survey boundary, including the Pennsylvania border and Lakes Erie and Ontario, as well as those along the edges of interior Indian reservations, were excluded to avoid edge effects. We further excluded five corners with unusually large bearing tree distances that were located near to survey line descriptions noting the presence of ''plains'' and ''swamps''. The final data sets consisted of 135 township corners with 540 bearing trees and 1458 quarter corners with 2916 bearing trees. In testing for species bias, only species recorded 25 or more times in the bearing tree data were analyzed individually to eliminate random effects of small sample sizes; the remaining species were combined and treated as a single group.
The purpose of applying the proposed correction factors to the HLC data was twofold. First, by examining two data sets (i.e., township and quarter corners) from the same survey, some measure of validation is possible. Since the data cover the same geographical region at the same period of time, they should produce similar estimates of overall tree density. Each data set, however, is likely to contain unique biases. It was hypothesized that at the more important township corners, surveyors would have been more diligent, con- forming to the prescribed quadrant arrangement and avoiding trees near the survey lines. The effect on species bias was deemed unpredictable. On the one hand, surveyors may have been more likely to search for sturdy, long-lived species at the township corners. On the other hand, the idiosyncratic preferences of individual surveyors may have flourished at the less prominent quarter corners. Because precise matching to modern-day species nomenclature is sometimes difficult to determine, species' names are given as recorded by the surveyors.
The second purpose of applying the proposed correction factors to the HLC data is to illustrate their proper use. One critical aspect of this is the implementation of methods for testing the underlying assumptions of each factor and subsequent interpretation.
Results

Simulation trials
Complete spatial randomness
Under complete spatial randomness, the correction factors accurately corrected for the effects of quadrant configuration inconsistency, bearing bias, and species bias (Fig. 2) . The actual density of 100 trees/ha is represented by the broken line in the figure. Over the 30 simulation trials in each group, inconsistent application of the point-quarter sampling method resulted in density overestimation by 5, 8, 13, 17, and 23 trees/ha for consistency rates of 90%, 80%, 70%, 60%, and 50%, respectively (Fig. 2a) . Avoidance of trees near the survey line resulted in density underestimation by 6, 11, 16, 2,3 and 27 trees/ha for min of 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25, respectively (Fig. 2b) . Preferential selection of species resulted in density underestimation by 13, 27, 34, and 38 trees/ha for relative bias (i.e., preference of one species over the other) of 1.5Â, 2.0Â, 2.5Â, and 3.0Â, respectively (Fig. 2c) . Standard deviations within each group of 30 trials were between 3 and 8 trees/ha and did not show any trend with the degree of inconsistency/bias.
After applying the corresponding correction factors, adjusted density estimates averaged between 99 and 102 trees/ha for all simulation groups. The correction factor for quadrant configuration inconsistency ranged from 0.97 to 0.81 (±0.01-0.03), bearing bias corrections ranged from 1.06 to 1.38 (±0.02-0.08), and species bias corrections ranged from 1.17 to 1.61 (±0.05-0.14) (results not shown). Although overall accuracy was confirmed, the high standard deviations of the latter two correction factors led to increased estimation variability. When Pollard's estimator (eq. 2) was applied to the bearing trees that would have been selected absent of surveyor inconsistency/bias, the standard deviation of the estimate ranged from 4 to 6 trees/ha. In comparison, standard deviations of the adjusted estimates ranged from 4 to 5 trees/ha for quadrant configuration inconsistency but from 5 to 10 trees/ha for bearing bias and from 7 to 12 trees/ha for species bias. Table 1 shows simulated observed and adjusted relative frequencies (from eq. 9) for the nonpreferred species (frequencies for preferred and nonpreferred species summed to 100%). As would be expected, simulated species bias resulted in overrepresentation of the preferred species and underrepresentation of the nonpreferred species in surveyorselected bearing trees. Adjusted estimates of relative frequencies were close to the correct value of 50%.
Nonuniform density forests
Without surveyor inconsistency/bias, nonuniform density caused significant underestimation of density (Fig. 3) . Estimated density decreased as nonuniformity increased, declin- ing to 75.2 trees/ha when one forest was three times as dense as the other ( 1 : 2 = 1:3). The simulated ratio between estimated and actual density corresponded to theoretical expectations, and sample standard deviations were consistent with standard errors computed from eq. 3. Performance of the correction factors for selected parameter values (80% quadrant consistency, 158 minimum angular tolerance, 2xÂ bias for preferred species) is shown for nonuniform density simulations in Fig. 4 . In all cases, initial estimates reflected errors from both nonuniform density and surveyor inconsistency/bias. The correction factors accurately captured the effects of surveyor inconsistency and bias but not nonuniform density. The resulting adjusted density estimates were always within 1.1 trees/ha of the results of trials without bias (Fig. 3 ) (shown as a gray line in Fig. 4) . Results were similar for other parameter values. In correcting for species bias, adjusted estimates of the relative frequencies of the preferred and nonpreferred species were generally within 2% of the correct values of 50% (results not shown).
Clustered and dispersed forests
Without surveyor inconsistency/bias, clustering caused significant underestimation and dispersal caused significant overestimation of density (Fig. 5) . Density estimates ranged from 49.8 to 156.7 trees/ha in a nearly linear fashion with respect to the nearest-neighbor statistic (R from 0.5 to 1.5).
Performance of the correction factors for selected parameter values (80% quadrant consistency, 158 minimum angular tolerance, 2xÂ bias for preferred species) is shown for clustered and dispersed spatial patterns in Fig. 6 . Again, initial estimates reflected errors from both clustering/dispersal and surveyor inconsistency/bias. Application of the correction factors resulted in adjusted estimates that were similar to the results of trials without bias (Fig. 5 ) (shown as a gray line in Fig. 6 ). However, a small but significant interaction effect was evident. For quadrant configuration inconsistency and species bias, clustered patterns resulted in adjusted estimates that were slightly higher, and dispersed patterns resulted in adjusted estimates that were slightly lower, than expected. The reverse was true for bearing bias. The magnitude of the interaction was highest for bearing bias in dispersed patterns and relatively high for quadrant configuration inconsistency and bearing bias in clustered patterns as well as species bias in dispersed patterns.
In correcting for species bias, adjusted estimates of the relative frequencies of the preferred and nonpreferred species were close to the correct values of 50% (Table 2) . However, an interaction effect was evident. Clustering enhanced the effect of species bias on simulated surveyor selection, making the preferred species even more likely to be selected, while dispersal had the opposite effect. The errors in adjusted frequency estimates were modest ( 3.2%) for dispersed (R = 1.5, 1.25) and slightly clustered (R = 0.75) spatial patterns but noticeably higher ( 8.8%) for the most clustered simulation group (R = 0.5).
Application to PLSR data
Preserved HLC records contain instructions for surveyors to select one bearing tree in each of the four quadrants at township corners. Of the 135 township corners, 127 (94.1%) conformed to this pattern (p < 0.01). No instructions were found regarding the arrangement of trees at quarter corners, but data analysis revealed that one bearing tree was located on each side of the survey line at 1280 (87.8%) out of 1458 corners. This also is significantly greater than would be expected due to chance (p < 0.01). Bearing trees were located on opposite sides of the perpendicular (i.e., forwards and backwards of the post) only 51.8% of the time (p = 0.08), so it is unlikely that surveyors favored trees in opposite quadrants. It was therefore assumed that surveyors followed a prescribed rule of selecting one bearing tree in each adjacent township.
At township corners, mean area (eq. 1) was 244.9 m 2 for all corners and 245.6 m 2 for corners conforming to the pointquadrat sampling configuration. For quarter corners, mean area was 90.8 m 2 for all corners and 91.7 for corners with one bearing tree on each side of the survey line. Equation 2 yielded estimated densities of 163.0 trees/ha at township corners and 220.2 trees/ha at quarter corners, with standard errors of 0.8 and 0.5 trees/ha, respectively. From eq. 6, the correction factors at township corners was computed as Greater adjustment was required for quarter corners than for township corners owing to the fact that surveyors deviated more often from the prescribed configuration rule of selecting one tree on each side of the survey line. Figure 7 shows bearing tree counts by angular section for Fig. 3 . Simulated density estimates in nonuniform density forests without surveyor bias/inconsistency. The ratio signifies relative densities of two equally distributed forest types. The broken line is actual overall density (100 trees/ha); the solid line is for reference in Fig. 4. township and quarter corners. Bearing trees at township corners were grouped into nine angular sections of 58 each, ranging from 0 to 458 from the nearest of the two intersecting survey lines (Fig. 7a) . After sequential elimination, the count distribution in the five sections ranging from 21 to 458 was determined not to differ significantly from random (Table 3) . These sections encompass 54.6% of the circle but contained 74.4% of the bearing trees with a mean area of 241.8 m 2 . At quarter corners, trees were grouped into nine angular sections of 108 each according to angle from the survey line (Fig. 7b) . After sequential elimination, the count distribution of the range 21-608 did not differ significantly (p > 0.05) from random (Table 4) . This encompassed 44.4% of the circle but contained 53.9% of the bearing trees with a mean area of 90.3 m 2 . From eq. 7, the correction factor at township corners was computed as The surveyors avoided the cardinal directions at both corners but to a higher degree at the township corners resulting in a higher correction factor. After aggregating species represented by fewer than 25 bearing trees, mean areas of four individual species were analyzed at township corners (Table 5 ) and of 13 species at quarter corners (Table 6 ). To assess the degree to which differences in species' mean areas represented species bias by surveyors as opposed to occurrence in different-density forests, the mean areas of bearing trees of different species were compared with their mean distance ranks (Fig. 8) . These correlated reasonably well (r 2 = 0.54 and 0.27 for township and quarter corners, respectively), indicating that at least some of the differences in mean areas were the result of species bias and not variations in tree density. For township corners, the species bias correction factor was calculated from eq. 8 as and for quarter corners as 1.034 using the same method. Adjusted estimates of relative frequencies of individual species were calculated using eq. 9; for example, the frequency of American beech (Fagus grandifolia Ehrh.) at township corners was estimated as quency in the survey records. Of the four species (beech, sugar maple (Acer saccharum Marsh.), eastern hemlock (Tsuga canadensis (L.) Carrière), and elm (primarily American elm (Ulmus americana L.))) common to both analyses, there was agreement in the direction of bias for three species. Considerable biases against beech and for sugar maple were apparent in both data sets. A small bias against hemlock was also detected, primarily at the quarter corners. For elm trees, township corners showed evidence of negative bias but quarter corners showed evidence of positive bias. In the quarter corner data, the analysis also suggested that surveyors favored white oak (Quercus alba L.) and avoided basswood (Tilia americana L.) and ironwood (Ostrya virginia (Mill.) K. Koch). The correction factors for the HLC data are summarized in Table 7 . Different biases were clearly evident in the two data sets, with bearing angle bias stronger at the township corners and quadrant configuration inconsistency stronger at the quarter corners; species bias was approximately the same in both data sets. These results conform to our initial hypotheses that greater surveyor diligence would result in higher quadrant consistency and greater avoidance of the survey lines at township corners. Furthermore, application of the correction factors resulted in convergence of the density estimates. The final estimate range of 223.1-258.0 trees/ha was nearly 40% higher than the initial estimate obtained from the township corner data without correcting for surveyor bias and inconsistency and higher also than that obtained from the quarter corner data.
Discussion
Although PLSRs provide one of the most comprehensive sources of data on the ecology of presettlement forests, uncertainty regarding the methods used by surveyors has led to much skepticism regarding the quality of information gleaned from them. Several previous studies have addressed potential surveyor bias in bearing or witness tree selection in PLSRs (Bourdo 1956; Hushen et al. 1966; Delcourt and Delcourt 1974; Almindinger 1997; Black and Abrams 2001; Manies et al. 2001) . These studies all emphasize that while bias does not render data useless, a proper understanding of the effects of bias is necessary for meaningful ecological interpretation.
We have exploited the traces of bias and inconsistency contained in the survey data to quantify their effects on estimation of presettlement forest structure and composition. Correction factors were proposed to account for errors introduced from inconsistency in bearing tree configuration, bearing angle bias, and species bias. The correction factors are applicable to all PLSRs in which distances and bearings of witness trees were recorded, including private land surveys and public GLO surveys.
Validity of the correction factors was confirmed in randomized simulation trials and further supported in a qualitative assessment using two different data sets taken from the same forested region of western New York. In randomized simulation trials, the correction factors resulted in accurate adjusted density estimates for all three types of surveyor inconsistency and bias in random and nonuniform density forests. Although they were moderately biased in very clus- tered and dispersed forests, only small biases were evident in moderately clustered and dispersed forests. Estimation variability also increased somewhat due to bearing and species bias. Calculations for the HLC survey are consistent with the hypotheses that greater surveyor diligence at township corners would have resulted in greater conformity to the prescribed quadrant arrangement rule but also avoidance of trees along survey lines. Convergence in the overall range of estimates, from a difference of 57.1 trees/ha initially to 34.9 trees/ha after application of the correction factors, supports the validity of the calculations, and a density range of 223.1-258.0 trees/ha is consistent with both data sets.
The proposed correction factors are based on a minimal set of underlying assumptions, and as with all statistical methods, careful assessment of these assumptions is necessary for proper interpretation. Two types of assumptions are relevant and should be given due consideration. First, it is assumed that the spatial pattern of the forest is uniform random. Nonuniform density, as exists in savannas and other landscapes, will generally result in density underestimation as shown in Fig. 3 and other studies (e.g., Pollard 1971) . Clustered and dispersed forest patterns will result, respectively, in density underestimation and overestimation as shown in Fig. 5 and other studies (e.g., Steinke and Hennenberg 2006) . Extreme clustering and dispersal will further result in moderate biases in the proposed correction factors as shown in Fig. 6 . Thus, significant patterns of nonuniform density, clustering, or dispersal should be ruled out prior to any quantitative analysis, or else their effects should be thoroughly assessed.
Second, each individual correction factor is based on a model of surveyor inconsistency or bias in random forests, and the assumptions of these individual models should be carefully analyzed. In particular, the correction factor for species bias assumes that (i) each species is found in forests of equal density so that any differences in average distance from the survey corner are the result of surveyor bias and (ii) surveyor bias is consistent within the study area. The former can be validated by comparing species distances with distance ranks, as in Fig. 8 ; a strong correlation will support the validity of the correction factor. The latter assumption is especially important in light of the results of Manies et al. (2001) in which species bias was found to vary from one surveyor to another. The effects of this variability were not evaluated in the present study owing to the difficulty in determining the surveyor responsible for individual corners in the HLC region. However, when analyzing GLO records where such information is readily available, we recommend separate calculation of the species bias correction for each individual surveyor.
It is hoped that the correction factors proposed here will prove useful in facilitating several types of quantitative analysis of PLSR data. First, in regions where original survey records contain bearing tree diameters as well as distances and bearings, reliability of direct comparisons between the density of presettlement and modern-day forests will be enhanced. Nevertheless, proper caution should be applied, as there is uncertainty associated with the correction factors as well as uncorrected density estimates. We suggest that a range of estimates be computed by determining the probable bounds of each correction factor, likely effects of nonuniform density, clustering,and dispersal, and the variance of the base estimator (eq. 3).
Second, in private land company surveys where diameters were often not recorded, improved density estimation from survey records can enable appropriate comparison with modern surveys on equivalent bases. This is important because diameters were not recorded in all surveys, and surveys using different diameter cutoffs will result in different densities especially for small understory species. For example, we estimated a density of between 223 and 258 trees/ha (Table 7 ) from the HLC bearing trees. In mature modernday forests in this region, this density corresponds to trees >9 in. diameter at breast height, which we hypothesize as the cutoff used by HLC surveyors. Studies in other regions have assumed a cutoff of 4-5 in. when comparing PLSRs with modern forest inventories (Fralish et al. 1991; Palik and Pregitzer 1992; Friedman and Reich 2005) , but our results correspond better to Dyer's (2001) analysis of forest change and vegetation site relationships in Ohio, which used a 9-in. cutoff. Third, the correction factor for species bias provides valuable information on the probable magnitude and direction of bias for particular tree species. For example, Bourdo (1956) suggested that surveyors might favor trees with thin or highly visible bark, leaving open the possibility that the dominance of beech trees in PLSR data from New York (Seischab 1992) and New England (Cogbill et al. 2002 ) is due at least in part to surveyor bias. However, our analysis showed a significant bias against beech in the HLC survey data at both the township and quarter corners.
Although the computed values for the correction factors will vary from one region to another, it will be interesting to see if general tendencies exist, as broader examination of such tendencies will enhance our general understanding and interpretation of the PLSRs. As summarized in Table 7 , for the HLC survey in western New York, we found the correction required for bearing angle bias to be greatest, affecting density estimation by 36.7% in the case of township corners. At quarter corners, the correction required for quadrant configuration was appreciable. As for species bias, although it has received the most attention in the literature, our computations showed its effect to be small for the HLC data. All of these tendencies are consistent with GLO instructions and the results of Manies et al. (2001) , and we suspect them to be generally representative for GLO surveys.
The methods presented here can provide important information regarding surveyor tendencies and add confidence to conclusions made regarding presettlement forest structure and composition. Even if surveyor methods can be perfectly understood, however, the effects of natural patterns of clustering and dispersal on distance-based density estimators remain large and are perhaps the biggest single impediment to quantitative analysis of PLSRs. Simulations can provide information on the magnitude of errors introduced into density estimators for various degrees of clustering/dispersal. Further work is needed, however, to develop methods to estimate spatial patterning from point-to-tree distance data.
